Checklist for final cleaning
There is much to consider when are performing final cleaning. Expect that it will take longer than you think. To help
you so you do not miss anything, we have developed this checklist. If the apartment is not properly cleaned you
may be charged the cost of a cleaning company after you move.

All spaces
Walls - dust or vaccume
Ceiling - dust
Floor - also clean the baseboards and thresholds
Windows - inside and outside, and between the
glasses
Window frames - cleaned with soft cloth or
sponge

Kitchen
Stove Fan - remove the filter and the grille and
clean
Stovetop - clean, do not forget around the edge
Micro - inside and out
Kitchen cabinets and drawers - inside and out

Window sill - wipe

Refrigerator and freezer - wipe out, defrost clean
also behind

Radiator - wipe

Countertop - wipe

Ventilator- clean

Sink - wipe

Lightning - take down light covers and wash or
wipe them dry. Also interiorly
Electrical outlets and light switches - wipe with
damp cloth
Closets, cabinets and doors - clean the inside
and outside

Storage
Empty all belongings
Sweep the floor
Leave the storage unlocked

Doors - Wipe
Door frames - wipe

Bathroom
Tiles - making clean of soap and limescale
Toilet - thoroughly clean the inside and outside,
also the bend. Cleaning of limescale
Shower - Clean from limescale also the faucet.
Clean the holder of soap residue
Sink - Clean the inside and outside, even strainer
and water seal.
Bathroom cabinets and mirrors - Wipe the cabinet. Polish the mirror
Floor drain - clearing of hair, etc.
Lamp - take down loose cups and wash them
Washingmachine - wipe the outside and the door
on the inside. Clean the detergent drawers and
wipe the gray rubber filter on the insisde of the
door
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